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ABSTRACT
Standard English must be considered as a language

that can and should 'be learned and used by any human who finds it
advantageous to do sof but which has no more exotic and virtuous
qualities than any other language.or dialect. The teacher of standard
English to speakers of Black English should be aware of the kinds of
language skills,that children acquire before they enter school;
speakers of Black English understand a wide range of registers and
styles of standard English, as well as several dialects of English.
The teacher must .understand the underlying principles of the
student's dialect and the system of rules governing his. speech. The
teacher must consider the valueS of the child and consider with whom
-the child identifies and for .what reason8._The teacher Can then deal
.with the possibility of commanding a full range of styles and
registers of two dialects the advantages of being able to switch'
dialects, and methods of teaching a second dialect. (Author/VM)
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W1-2n one group colonizes another, it must take certain

steps to establish its devine right to rule. It must make

its avowed superiority felt and accepted by the colonized so

that it may rule not by the gun, but by psychological domina-

tion. One way to hasten this process is to convince the colo-

nized that he represents the anthesis LI what is ethical, refined,

and cultured.

The language of a people, that which expresses his world,

is attacked by the colonizer because it represents one of the

most logical areas in which to begin the process of subjugation.

Frantz Fanon, black psychiatrist and author of The Wretched of the

Earth, which describes the struggle for independence in Algeria

states:

To speak means to be in a position to use a certain
syntax, to grasp the morphology of this or that
language, but it means abtive all to assume a cul7
ture, to support the weight of a civilization (Fanon 1963).

"Colonialism", as used in this paper will refer to the

force acculturation of Blacks In America; under which is sub-

sumed language changes and the concomitant changes_in behavior,

attitudes and values. It will refer to this process., which has

been termed "cultural imperialism" that was ca ied out under the
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guise of providing every man with the tools to assimilate and to

reap the benefits of middle-class America, while in fact, as-

similation was forbidden the masses of Blacks, the process

serving primarily to discredit their linguistic and cultural

heritage.

Black English (BE), its structure and function, has recently

generated great interest for those who view the failure in the

ghetto schools as a direct result of many years of colonialist

thought and action in those schools. Well-meaning linguists

whose task is to describe.languages, have written much to estab-

lish BE as a syste atic, rule-governed dialect of English which

is just as "valid" as any other dialect of English. Psychologists,

educators, aad curriculum specialists have pooled their resources

to design materialQ written in BE in hopes that the ca n'aterials

will give more prestige to BE, thus elevating the self-concept

of the reader.

Such efforts to legitmize BE have made it necessary for the

scholar to become as knowledgeable about the culture of poverty,

race relations, attitudes a d values, and social change as he is

on matters relatedt- language adeniaition-, human learning-and

motivation and the science of teaching. Though such a shift in

focus may be long overdue, the over-emphasis on the need to

understand the psycho-social variables may be bane, not blessing.

We _u t find a workable balance between liberalism predicated

upon repenting for real and imagined sins, and scholarly inves-

igation of the issues.



The basic tenets of our long-standing institutions are being

challenged in the wake of what might be described as period of

decolonization; a process Fanon (1963) describes as "... the

meeting of two forces, opposed to each other by their very nature".

Presently we are faced with two conflicting f rces in our schools

generally, and particularly in the Eeglish class. One force de-

mands ehat all students become functional in standard English (SE);

defined as "... the kind of English habitually used by most

educated English-speaking persons in the United States" (Allen, 1967).

The other force, mostly poor Blacks, is rejecting these de ands.

Blacks have found that largely through their dialect they can

express certain feelings, perpetuate group identity and cohesive-

ness and help to ressurect and maintain cultural pride. They have

become keenly aware that it is not because of their use, or mis-

use of English that they have been rejected and oppressed. They

realize that they are rejected for reasons not remotely related to

language (and too nume ous to relate here), and that the negative

attitudes toward their language walk, dress mannerisms, and

physical features reflect the negative attitudes toward he group.

This a ateness makes Blacks view attempts to raise their self-

esteem hy raising the .status of BE as spurious efforts at bast,

and at worse a cruel hoax. Thus, there is overt resista -e to

being further "co-opted", i.e to being made to talk and act

like 'whites A university student recently suggested to me that
-putting_a period at the end of a sentence constituted doing a

"white thing".
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Though such anecdotes may initially evoke laughter, the

consequences of such feelings are grave both for the student and

the teacher in the inner-city school. The psychological resis-

tance to learning SE by many black sf-tdents vastly minimizes the

chances that they will learn it. This situation is compounded by

the fact that their perceptions of themselves, their culture,

language, needs and values are diametrically opposed to the teach-

ers. Often she is neutralized or forced to flee the ghetto school

because of her ineffectiveness and despair. William Labov's study

in New York City deals with the failure of the ghetto schools.

He states:

...The school environment and school values are
plainly not influencing the boys firmly grounded
in street culture.
...teachers in the city schools have little
ability to reward Or ptnish Members of the str -
culture, or to motivate learning (Labov, 1968).

These teachers have been entrusted with the task of making their

black students use "correct" SE. They attempt to change the

dialect speakers' phrase structure, hi use of lexical items, and

his phonology by explaining how SE achieves structural sense.

It is the assertion of this author that there is little

validity in fhe claim that teaching the rules of SE g ammar to

speakers of BE increases proficiency n the use of SE and that the

primary objective of changing the dialect speakers' language habits

is to make him more socially acceptable, All language arts _teachers

of speakers of BE should seriously question why they teach grammar.

at all. Further, it is imperative that they take several steps



before they can begin to intelligently deal with the pros and

cons of teaching the rules of SE gram _ to facilitate the use

of SE.

1. They should become fully aware of what grammars are.
2. They should know the developmental sequence in natural

language learning.
3. They should attempt to detenitine the amount and type of

linguistic knowledge each child has when he enters the class.
4. They must know the grammar, and in particular the phonology

and lexicon of BE.
5. Finally, they should become aware of the culture, values,

and attitudes of the students, who their linguistic models are,
and how they as teachers can help the child to develop and
broaden his linguistic skills.

Grammars are descriptions of the structure of languages; i.e., the

ways in which languagesachieve structural sense. Descriptive grammarians

attempt to systematically and objectively describe the total system of

a language. The task of the generative grammarian is to explain how

sentences are produced by identifying a system of rules Chat can be used

in new and untried combinations to form new sentences. Transformational

grammarians are concerned with a set of rules which related the under-

lying logical structures (deep uctures) to their phonemic --(surface)

representations. The transformational component of a grammar consists

of-a partia1ly:ordered et of rulea Which dan:ehange the order of he

constituents Of a se tence insert new elements into a sentence, and

delete elements from a sentence with the constraint that the trans-

formational oPerations cannot change the "deep structure" of the

sentence. TransformatiOnal g ammer focUses on "wellformed" sentences

(Legum, Williams, 1969).-

All hUman languages and,dialeets have an underlying system of

grammatical rules which is internalized by the native sp aker because

cultural and envi onmental stimuli, as innate learning



procedures which Chomsky (1966) describes as part of the

"intrinsic organization of cognition". Rules of grammar are state-

ments of fact and have nothing to do with good or bad, status or prestige.

Yet: we find many language arts teachers concerned with grammar as

prescription and grammar as remedy as it relat s t "correct"

usage, social acceptance,and upward mobility. They have become more

concerned with how people should speak and write, than how they do

speak and wril-e. Teachers often do not distinguish between

grammatical correctness and social acceptability; what is "unacceptable"

in the prestige dialect (SE in America) is "incorrect" and stigmatized.

Grammar is no longer a man-made set of fa.ztual rules but something

good" e,,vrusted by God to men who have the intelligence and power

to determine who is worthy and able to have it, use it well, and thus

reap the many benefits that such a possession affords. Those whom

he can convert are the "worthy", those whom he fails to convert are

the "weak", the "unfit", and the "unworthy". Most of the on7converts

ate members

-Perhaps the innate biological and/or intellectual eharacteris ic- Of

these groUps_have:.something to do witktheir ability t- learn and use

of ethnic minorities and the lower socio-economic class.

'good' grammar and the issue is more closely related

survival of the fitte

and language attitudes.

to the theory,of the

than to any:theories oflanguage a quisition

neerningnatural language'learning,-- linguists have=made

distinctiona-betweet-that-Whieh 1.P:OequirerithroUgh learning and

experience, -nd that=unique cognitive :facility inherent in humans

which allows them to learn language with no training. In describ-
.

.man s complex innate- apacity for len ua e which neither the
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psychologist nor the linguist has anieved a theoretical under-

standing, Chom ky states:

The fact that all normal children acquire essentially
comparable grammars of great complexity with remarkable
rapidity suggests that human beings are somehow spe-
cifically designed to do this, with data-handling or
"hypothesis-formulating" ability of unknown character
ana complexity (Chomsky, 1959).

By school age, language is well established in children. They

have mastered the system of rules for pronunciation of the words

they know, they distinguish parts of speech, recognize and produce

.grammatically correct sentences in their language, combine smaller

sentences into larger ones, make statements and ask, questions, use

pe ative sentences to command and negative sentences to deny, and

use this complex linguistic system to communicate their ideas and

feelings (Arthur, 1970. Yet, it is too often the case that English

teachers attempt to teach these variables when in fact, the child

has already acquired the skills by the time he enters school.

When the child has learned and internalized a-different set

of rules from that of SE, the teacher feels compelled to make the

child learn to use SE. He usually starts fcom three faulty pre-

mises; first that the dialect speaker has not acquired a systematic

and rule-governed language system of his own, secondly, the non-

tandard forms which he has acquired heuld and can be replaced by:

_SE forms and finally, that the-degree to which the child can speak,

orally read, and write SE is an adequate measure of his acquisition

and comprehension of SE language skills Were the teachers more

aware of the kinds of language skills children acquire before they

en er school, they could more effectively devise methods fer_measur-_



ing suc;, skills. Teachers often measure these skills by giving oral

reading tests, speech perception tests, and by evaluating student

generated writing with no knowledge of how or when these skills are

acquired, nor which skills the children comprehend even though the'y

can not demonstrate them. It is he e that the critical distinction

between one's understanding -nd his ability to demonstrate that

which he understands must be made.

Arthur (1971) distinguishes between "passive" and "active"

language skills to separate comprehension from usage. He states:

The learner's ability to use a new language feature
new word, a new sentence structure, etc.) actively

in his own speech is preceded by an extended time dur-
ing which the learner indicates an emerging passive
recognition of that language feature in the speech ofothers. More briefly, comprehension (an indication of
passive mastery) precedes production (an indication ofactive mastery).

A very young child understands far more words than he

can produce. Further, passive skills like understanding (listening)

and reading develop ahead of their active counterparts, speaking

and writing (Arthur, 1971).

Speake s of Bladk Dialect understand a wide range of registers

and styles of Standard English, as well as several dialetts of

English. Too often people :think -f BE as if it were a language -hose

entire grammatical system were completely different from that of SE;

as if BEwere-:one part of:a:.BE7SE dichotomy which has:no rangeof

comprehension andiorAlsage between. Readers:haVe been-named !Everyday_

Talk" and'"School Talk" "Play Clothes! and "Sunday-HClothes! as if
: Black children mustiview SE as som thing special and-differen to be
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used in a way similar to the way we get out our good china and

silver on holidays or when the boss- comes to dinner.-

The point is that speakers of BE use SE features regularly

and they comprehend far more than they can "actively" produce.

Teachers must devise methods to measure this linguistic knowledge

different from thbse methods which rely on the child's ability to

write, speak, or orally read in SE. To put it another way, we

assume that the teachers of BE understand eTough of-their students.-

dialect to maintain a quite adequate two-way communication with them.

Yet, we do not make this assumption because the SE speaker can speak

diale t as well as any Amos n Andy character, te in dialect as

eloquently as Paul Laurence Dunbar, and read this dialect aloud:with

little hesitation and few erro s. No we .assume that he- understands

the children because he has acquir d passive mastery through contact

,with the children-without acqu ring "active" ma tery.. Such is alao

the case with the_BE-speaker; he understands-SE _ven though-he-has

not acquired active mastery. Why.. then, must the childrengain

active mastery of SE language skills if he and the SE sp_aker

already effectively communicate when

can

each uses his respective dialec ?

Have we not returned to colonialism, social acceptability, and

oppress on? If,:however,wecorne up with just reasons for eking

BE speakers become proficient in a tively using SE, the teacher must

then turn to the Issue methods.

T achers ist understand the underlying-pTinciples
_

,

f the tuden

dialect,- the system-of rulcS Whieh giVe'the-dialect-stru tural-

sense as a prerequisite for_effeCtivelys-teaching the language arts.-
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Furthermore, such knowledge must precede the formulation of

empirically testable questions related to the ability of a

child to "actively" produce a dialect _ther than his own.

Too often "mistakes" in oral _eading such as final consonant

cluster simplification differences in the system of homonyms,

(such as told=toe or pa6t=Pass=Passed) are not mistakes at all,

but features of BE. Were those, along with numerous other fea-

tures of BE, known to the teacher her task as well as her

attitude could be radically changed.- Curreri her task is

one of correcting that which is Correct, and for the wrong

reason, that-of making the child conform t standards often:-

predicated upon linguistic and social snebbery. Thus,. the

teacher becomes the linguistic and cultural model

and often hostile ohild. She representsA,

to an unreceptive

of those models i posed upon the child In scho

refined SE speaker the-good Ame 'can-who can net -ell- a-11

a cherry tree, the courageou yellow-hairs who tamed the west so

that we may now ride trains, and the technicians who are brilliant

enough to design and cre

isecond-rate power. Mhat

te a country, that will never become

can the colonized do or say in the face

such evidence of superio y=and:"rightness- but to try des-

perately to confo --or to challenge the credibility of the models?

1It-appears that currently mairiare turning t6 the latter-approach._ _

What models does the the black child choose to emulate? Are

his linguistic models that dialect speakers of the AMOS Tri Andy type,
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or Is Cils dialect vehemently ected as that vhich only

a stupid or "country" nigger would use? Or is his linguistic

model one who speaks standard English but who knows "where it's

at" and can "get down funky" when he needs ot wants to, i.e., who

uses not only phonological, syntactic and lexical features of the

dialect, but also intonation, body novement, and style to convey

the message and its attendant emotional tone? What tole do cursing and

slang play in determining whose speech children model, i.e., when

one "gets down" is he merely masterfully using in-group slang

although he is speaking standard .English? Or is this possible; I.e.

can a man say "That dude is a bad mother" in Standard English? Who

does the black child identify with and for what reasons? Once the

teacher can answer these questions related to the values of the

child, she nay thdn'tutn to questions dealing with the possibility

f commanding a full range of styles and registets _f two dialects,

the advantageS-of,being able:to diale t Switch, methods of teaching

a second dialect, etc. A great deal of effort has been put into trying

to convince BE speakers that it

use SE. And again, we have given

that he must speak SE to make

knows a_ a very early.age that his

th

their advent know how to

wrong reasons. We tell the child

20th centnrY America when be

'making " ight have little to

do with his language. We tell hira it

s if his own dialect were not as

s useful for communication,

useful.

as special qualities that BE doesn't

for the chosen. few.

have,

Labov 960 makes till

ale it appear that SE

and that it is reserved

'point when hee states:

Most Importantly, there must be a strong Program
f or breaking down the identification of Standard English
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with white society. The NNE (Northern Negro English)
youngster should be made to feel that he has as much
claim to standard English as anyone else. If he is not
being given the ability to read and write this language,
then he is being cheated out of something that is right-
fully his."

Thus, we have returned to the original premise; that

beca _e of colonialist thought and action, SE has been used

as a tool to oppress, reserved f r-the colonizer and his willing

and able converts. We must now put SE in its rightful place; i.e.,

as a language that can and should be learned and used by any human

who finds it advantage us to do so, but which has_ no more exotic and

virtuous qualities

Bentley (1971), in

"Bi-Dialeetalism:

than any other language or dialect. Robert N.

response to Professor Sledds comments in

The Linguistics of White Supremacy" states:

Our nuMber one priority must be to spread the word to
educated society that dialects, both geographic and
social, are real,--.legitimate, "legal", deserving of
respect, and a:fact of language. We must become mili-
tant on this point.

Though I agree with Professor Bently, I think that he has made some

serious omissions; first, the word must be spread to un-ed ated

society as wll, or it Is there that the effects of this ignorance

and oppres Ion are felt t.
Secondly, before wecan impress the validity of dialects upon

people, we must "become militant" in pointing out that Black pp_221.!,

_
not thei language are "real", "legitima u

l" "deserving of
_ -

-respect" and a fact of the human race.
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